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Abstract. Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (HMIPv6) has been proposed to
accommodate frequent mobility of the mobile nodes and reduce the sig-
naling load in the Internet. Though it is being considered as an efficient
local mobility management protocol, its performance may vary widely
depending on the various mobility and traffic related parameters. There-
fore, it is essential to investigate the effects of these parameters and
conduct in-depth performance study of HMIPv6. For the analysis of
HMIPv6, we present a new analytical method using the mobility model
based on imbedded Markov chain and a simplistic hierarchical network
model. Based on these models, we analytically derive the location up-
date cost (i.e.,binding update cost plus binding renewal cost), packet
tunnelling cost, and total signaling cost, respectively, in HMIPv6. In ad-
dition, we investigate the effects of various parameters such as the speed
of a mobile node, binding lifetime, and packet arrival rate on the to-
tal signaling cost generated by a mobile node during its average MAP
domain residence time. The analytical results demonstrate that the sig-
naling load generated by HMIPv6 decreases as the speed of a mobile node
and binding lifetime get larger, and its packet arrival rate gets smaller.

1 Introduction

Recently, the demand for wireless communications has grown tremendously. The
demand for “anywhere, anytime” high-speed Internet access has been a driving
force for the increasing growth and advances in wireless communication and
portable devices. As a consequence, these trends have prompted research into
mobility support in networking protocols.

Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) [1] has been developed by the IETF with some new
functionalities, which is based on the next generation Internet protocol. However,
it still has some problems. That is, MIPv6 handles local mobility of a mobile
node (MN) in the same way as it handles global mobility. As a result, an MN
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sends the binding update message to its Home Agent (HA) and its correspon-
dent node (CN) each time it changes its point-of-attachment regardless of its
locality. Such an approach may cause excessive signaling traffic, especially for
the MNs with relatively high mobility or long distance to their HAs or CNs.
In addition, this is not scalable since the generated signaling traffic can become
quite overwhelming as the number of the MNs increases.

In order to overcome these drawbacks, Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (HMIPv6)
[2,3] has been proposed to accommodate frequent mobility of the MNs and re-
duce the signaling load in the Internet. HMIPv6 introduces a new entity, the
Mobility Anchor Point (MAP) which works as a proxy for the HA in a foreign
network. When an MN moves into a network controlled by a new MAP, it is
assigned two new CoAs: a Regional CoA on the MAP’s subnet (RCoA) and an
on-link address (LCoA), which is the same as used for MIPv6. When an MN
moves to a new subnet within the same MAP domain, only the MAP has to be
informed. Note, however, that this does not imply any change to the periodic
binding update message an MN has to send to the HA and the CNs, and now
an MN additionally should send it to the MAP.

Generally, the performance of IP mobility protocol is highly dependent on
various mobility and traffic related parameters. Therefore, it is essential to an-
alyze and evaluate the IP mobility protocol under the various conditions, and
more in-depth study needs to be performed. There have been several researches
for the performance study on the IP mobility protocols.

In [3], they present a hierarchical mobility architecture that separates local
mobility from global mobility to propose a mobility management scheme that
is hierarchical, flexible and scalable. But, they mainly focus on evaluating the
signaling bandwidth according to the binding update emission frequency. As al-
ready introduced and studied in location management for PCS networks [4], in
order to evaluate the efficiency of IP mobility management protocol, the tradeoff
relationship between the location update cost and the packet tunnelling cost also
has to be taken into consideration in terms of total signaling cost [5]. Neverthe-
less, in [3], they do not consider the extra tunnelling cost for packet delivery.
When the network administrator and network designer consider the deployment
of HMIPv6, they should fully understand how various mobility and traffic re-
lated parameters may have an effect on the system performance. However, they
just show few of the effects and relations of various mobility and traffic related
parameters.

In [6], the author investigated the performance of MIPv4 regional registra-
tion. The performance measures used are registration delay and the CPU pro-
cessing overheads loaded on the agents to handle mobility of the MNs. They also
do not consider the signaling cost caused by the packet tunnelling.

In [7], the authors propose an analytic model for the performance analysis
of HMIPv6 in IP-based cellular networks, which is based on the random walk
mobility model. Based on this model, they formulate location update cost and
packet delivery cost. Then, they analyze the impact of cell residence time on
the location update cost and the impact of user population on the packet deliv-
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ery cost. Though their analysis is well-defined, however, they do not take both
the periodic binding update and the effect of binding lifetime into considera-
tion, which may have much effect on the total signaling cost. In addition, their
analysis about the packet delivery cost of HMIPv6 is not likely to be the pure
extra signaling bandwidth consumption incurred by the packet tunnelling but
the network bandwidth consumption including the data traffic as well as the
signaling traffic. However, from the viewpoint of IP mobility management, the
consideration of the extra signaling bandwidth consumption (not including the
data traffic) occurred during the processes of the location update and the packet
tunnelling should be taken into [5].

In contrast to the related literature mentioned above, we perform a detailed
and in-depth study of HMIPv6 in terms of the total signaling cost. Moreover,
while the previous analyses do not consider either the periodic binding update
or the extra packet tunnelling, our work considers both of them for the anal-
ysis. Also, we present a new analytical method using mobility model based on
imbedded Markov model and a simplistic hierarchical network model. Based on
these models, we analytically derive the binding update cost, binding renewal
cost, packet tunnelling cost, and total signaling cost, respectively, in HMIPv6.
In addition, in terms of the total signaling cost generated by an MN during its
average MAP domain residence time, we show performance evaluation by inves-
tigating the effects and relations of various parameters such as the speed of an
MN, binding lifetime and its packet arrival rate.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect.2, we describe
the user mobility model and network model for the performance analysis of
HMIPv6, and then the signaling cost functions of HMIPv6 are analytically de-
rived. In Sect.3, we investigate the results of Sect.2 by applying various numerical
examples. Finally, conclusions and future works are given in Sect.4.

2 Analytical Modelling of Hierarchical Mobile IPv6

In this section, we first introduce our user mobility model and network model to
evaluate the performance of HMIPv6. Then, for the analysis, we derive the lo-
cation update cost, packet tunnelling cost, and total signaling cost, respectively,
in HMIPv6.

2.1 User Mobility Model

For the analysis of an MN’s movement behavior, we assume a simple fluid
flow mobility model. The model assumes that MNs are moving at an average
speed of v, and their movement direction is uniformly distributed over [0, 2π],
and that all the subnets are of the same rectangular shape and size, and form
together a contiguous area.

The parameters used in our user mobility model are summarized as follows.

– γ : the border crossing rate for an MN out of a subnet
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Fig. 1. State transition diagram for an imbedded Markov chain

– λ : the border crossing rate for which an MN still stays in the same domain
– µ : the border crossing rate for an MN out of a MAP domain

From [8], the border crossing rate γ for an MN out of a subnet is derived as

γ =
4v

π
√

S
(1)

where S is the subnet area. We assume that a MAP domain is composed of N
equally large subnets. Therefore, the border crossing rate µ for an MN out of a
MAP domain is

µ =
4v

π
√

NS
(2)

Note that an MN that crosses a MAP domain will also cross a subnet. So, the
border crossing rate λ for which the MN still stays in the same MAP domain is
obtained from Eq.(1) and (2):

λ = γ − µ = (1 − 1√
N

)γ (3)

Figure 1 shows an imbedded Markov chain model, which describes the binding
update process of an MN, where ai,i+1 = λ and bi,0 = µ. The state of an
imbedded Markov chain, i (i ≥ 0), is defined as the number of subnets in the
same MAP domain that an MN has passed by. The state transition ai,i+1(i ≥ 0)
represents an MN’s movement rate to an adjacent subnet in the same MAP
domain, and the state transition bi,0(i ≥ 1) represents an MN’s movement rate
(from state i to state 0) to another subnet out of the MAP domain. We assume
πi to be the equilibrium state probability of state i. Thus, we can obtain

λπi = (λ + µ)πi+1 (4)

λπ0 = µ

∞∑

i=1

πi (5)

Using the Eq.(4) and (5), πi can be expressed in terms of the equilibrium state
probability π0 as

πi = (
λ

λ + µ
)iπ0 = (1 − π0)iπ0 (6)
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Fig. 2. Network Model

where π0 is the equilibrium state probability of state 0. By using the law of total
probability, π0 can be obtained as

π0 =
µ

λ + µ
= 1 − λ

λ + µ
= 1 − θ (7)

where θ = λ
λ+µ .

2.2 Network Model

Similar to [9], we consider a simplistic two-layer hierarchical network model given
in Fig.2. The first layer has a mesh topology, which consists of M nodes. Each
first layer node is a root of a N -ary tree with depth of 1. We assume that the
HA and all the ARs are all second layer nodes, and that each MAP domain
is composed of all the second layer nodes under the same first layer node. In
addition, the functionality of the MAP is placed on the first layer node.

For the simplicity, the CN, the MN and the HA are assumed to be located
in different domain. Also, we define the domain size(N) as the number of all
the second layer nodes under the same MAP domain. In this model, the link
hops between the first layer nodes are a, and the link hops between the first
and second layer nodes within the same MAP domain are b, respectively. On the
other hand, we assume that the link hops between the CN and the CN’s default
AR, and the transmission cost over the wireless link are all zero.

2.3 Cost Analysis

In this subsection, according to the user mobility model and network model
given in Sect.2.1 and 2.2, in order to evaluate the performance of HMIPv6,
we analytically derive the binding update cost, binding renewal cost, packet
tunnelling cost, and total signaling cost generated by an MN during its average
MAP domain residence time. There are two kinds of binding update messages
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in MIPv6 and HMIPv6. That is, the one results from the MN’s subnet crossing,
and the other results from the expiration of the binding lifetime.

In this paper, we use binding update message to refer the former, and binding
renewal message to refer the latter to differentiate these two kinds of messages.
For the analysis, several parameters and assumptions mentioned in Sect.2.1 and
2.2 are used. According to our mobility model given in Sect.2.1, the average
binding update cost in HMIPv6 (UHMIPv6) can be formulated as

UHMIPv6 = π0(Um + Uh + δUc) + Um

∞∑

i=1

iπi

= (1 − θ)(Um + Uh + δUc) +
θ

1 − θ
Um (8)

where Um, Uh and Uc are the binding update costs to register with the MAP,
the HA and the CN, respectively. Equation

∑∞
i=1 iπi means the average number

of subnet crossing in the MAP domain, which is derived from the imbedded
Markov chain in Fig.1. Based on our network model given in Sect.2.2, Um, Uh

and Uc are as follows:

Um = 2MBUb (9)
Uh = 2MBU (a + 2b) (10)
Uc = MBU (a + 2b) (11)

where MBU means the bandwidth consumption caused by a binding update mes-
sage. Note that the HA and the MAP must return a binding acknowledgement
message, but the CNs may return it or not. For the analysis, we only consider
the binding acknowledgement from the HA and the MAP, and we assume that
the binding related messages are only sent alone in a separate packet without
being piggybacked.

Let the binding lifetimes for the MAP, the HA and the CNs in HMIPv6 be
TM , TH and TC , respectively. On the other hand, from the Eq.(1) and (2), the
average subnet residence time and the average MAP domain residence time of
an MN are π

√
S

4v and π
√

NS
4v , respectively. Thus, the binding renewal rate to the

MAP in HMIPv6 while an MN stays in a subnet is � π
√

S
4vTM

�. Similarly, the bind-
ing renewal rates to the HA and the CNs in HMIPv6 while an MN stays in a
MAP domain become �π

√
NS

4vTH
� and �π

√
NS

4vTC
�, respectively.

On the other hand, for the calculation of the signaling costs generated to
perform location update with the CNs, we roughly define ratio of average bind-
ing time for the CNs to an MN’s average MAP domain residence time, δ as the
following:

δ =
∑n

i=1 Ci

n∆
(12)

where Ci and n represent the binding time for each CN and the number of the
CNs recorded in the MN’s binding update list during the MN’s average MAP
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domain residence time, respectively. ∆ represents the MN’s average MAP do-
main residence time. Consequently, the average binding renewal cost in HMIPv6
(RHMIPv6) can be formulated as follows:

RHMIPv6 = {(1 − θ) +
θ

1 − θ
}{� π

√
S

4vTM
�Um +

1√
N

(�π
√

NS

4vTH
�Uh

+ δ�π
√

NS

4vTC
�Uc)} (13)

Therefore, the average location update cost (LHMIPv6) incurred by the binding
update messages and binding renewal messages is

LHMIPv6 = UHMIPv6 + RHMIPv6 (14)

Let the probability that the CN has a binding cache entry for an MN be q. Then,
the average packet tunnelling cost in HMIPv6 (DHMIPv6 ) can be formulated
as follows:

DHMIPv6 =
πp

√
NS

4v
{qDdirect + (1 − q)Dindirect} (15)

where Ddirect and Dindirect are the tunnelling costs for a direct packet delivery
(not intercepted by the HA) and the tunnelling cost for a packet routed indirectly
through the HA in HMIPv6, respectively. And, p and q are the average packet
arrival rate for an MN, and the probability that the CN has a binding cache for
an MN, respectively.
According to our network model, Ddirect and Dindirect are as follows:

Ddirect = MPDb (16)
Dindirect = MPD(a + 3b) (17)

where MPD represents the bandwidth consumption generated by tunnelling per
packet. Finally, the total signaling cost (CHMIPv6) generated by an MN during
its average MAP domain residence time in HMIPv6 can be formulated as follows:

CHMIPv6 = LHMIPv6 + DHMIPv6 (18)

3 Numerical Results

In this section, based on the analytical modelling of HMIPv6 in the previous
section, we investigate the effects of various parameters such as the speed of an
MN, binding lifetime and its packet arrival rate on the total signaling cost. The
performance measure used is the signaling bandwidth consumption per packet
multiplied by the number of link hops that the packet traverses during an MN’s
average MAP domain residence time (i.e., Bytes × Link hops / MAP domain
residence time).
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Table 1. Parameter value

Parameter Type Value

N Domain size 64
S Subnet area 5 Km2

q Probability that the CN has a binding cache for an MN 0.7
δ Ratio of avg. binding time for CNs to avg. MAP domain residence time 0.1
a Link hops between the first layer nodes 15
b Link hops between the first and the second layer nodes 3

MBU The bandwidth consumption generated by a binding update message 68 byte
MP D The bandwidth consumption generated by tunnelling per packet 40 byte

The parameter values given in Table 1 are used as default values for the per-
formance analysis. Most parameters used in this analysis are set to typical values
found in [5,6,10]. The size of a binding update message is equal to the size of an
IPv6 header (40 bytes) plus the size of a binding update extension header (28
bytes), so 68 bytes. In addition, the additional bandwidth consumption caused
by tunnelling per packet is equal to the size of IPv6 header, so 40 bytes.
According to [1,2], we set the binding lifetimes (TH , TM , TC) in HMIPv6 to be
the same, and denominated as T .

3.1 Location Update Cost

Figure 3(a) shows the effect of v on the average location update cost. As already
mentioned, location update cost consists of both the binding update cost gener-
ated by an MN’s mobility and the periodic binding renewal cost. These results
presented in Fig.3(a) show that the location update cost in HMIPv6 decreases
as v increases. When an MN is not moving fast, most of the signaling traffic is
generated by the periodic binding renewal messages. However, as the speed of an
MN increases, the periodic binding renewal messages decrease and the binding
update messages generated by an MN’s mobility dominate most of the signaling
traffic. Note here that the location update cost in HMIPv6 remains the same
when v exceeds 40 km/hour for T = 0.2 hour or when it exceeds 30 km/hour
for T = 0.5 and T = 0.8 hour in Fig.3(a). This is due to the fact that as the
speed of an MN increases, it moves to an adjacent subnet before the additional
binding renewal message occurs.

Figure 3(b) shows the effect of T on the location update cost. As T gets
larger, the location update cost decreases. Note that T is relatively sensitive to a
slowly moving MN. This is due to the fact that the longer an MN resides in the
MAP domain, the much the periodic binding renewal messages are generated.
Generally, the shorter the binding lifetime is set, the much the signaling traffic is
generated. Therefore, too much short binding lifetime may result in significant
signaling load throughout the networks. On the other hand, the longer the bind-
ing lifetime is set, the longer the binding cache entry size of the mobility agent
gets. Thus, this may result in an increase of the binding cache lookup time and
memory consumption in the mobility agent. In practice, the value of binding
lifetime must be specified in the implementation of HMIPv6. Therefore, further
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Fig. 3. Location Update Cost
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Fig. 4. Packet Tunnelling Cost

study on the effects of binding lifetime needs to be investigated to achieve the
best performance.

3.2 Packet Tunnelling Cost

Figure 4 shows the effects of p on the average packet tunnelling cost. The result
shown in Fig.4 indicates that the packet tunnelling cost is linearly increased as
p increases. This result also indicates that a slowly moving MN is more affected
by the packet arrival rate if the packet arrival rates are the same. This is due to
the fact that the MAP domain residence time of a slowly moving MN is longer
than that of a fast moving MN.
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Fig. 5. Total Signaling Cost

3.3 Total Signaling Cost

As already introduced and studied in location management for PCS networks, in
order to evaluate the efficiency of IP mobility management protocol, the tradeoff
relationship between the location update cost (i.e., binding update cost plus
binding renewal cost) and the packet tunnelling cost also has to be taken into
consideration [4]. That is, minimizing the total signaling cost of the location
update cost and the packet tunnelling cost is the key focus when we evaluate
and design the IP mobility protocol. In addition, it is essential to investigate the
effects of various mobility and traffic related parameters from the viewpoint of
the total mobility management cost.

We consider the four sets of parameters to show the variation in the total
signaling costs in HMIPv6 according to the change of v, T , and p. Figure 5(a)
indicates that the total signaling cost in HMIPv6 gets smaller as v increases, and
this phenomenon becomes more prominent as T gets larger and p gets smaller.
Figure 5(b) indicates that the total signaling cost gets smaller as T increases. As
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already mentioned in Sect.3.1, if the values of T are the same, a slowly moving
MN is relatively more affected by T , and a fast moving MN is less affected by
T . This is because the number of binding renewal messages is proportional to
the MAP domain residence time. Figure 5(c) indicates that the total signaling
cost is linearly increased as p increases. The results shown in Fig.5(a)-(c) can be
understood from the reasons explained in Sect.3.1 and 3.2

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we analytically derived the signaling traffic load generated by an
MN during its average MAP domain residence time when HMIPv6 is deployed.
For the analysis, we presented a new analytical method using the mobility model
based on imbedded Markov chain and a simplistic hierarchical network model.
Then, based on these two models, we derived the binding update cost, binding
renewal cost, packet tunnelling cost, and the total signaling cost, respectively,
in HMIPv6. In addition, we investigated the effects of various parameters on
each derived costs. The analytical results demonstrated that the signaling load
of HMIPv6 decreases as the speed of an MN and binding lifetime get larger, and
its packet arrival rate gets smaller.

Our future research subjects include validating our numerical results using
simulation experiments. Then, we intend to extend our analytical analysis to per-
formance comparison between the other IP mobility protocols such as MIPv6,
Fast Handovers for MIPv6 (FMIPv6) and Fast Handovers for HMIPv6 (FH-
MIPv6), and these works are underway.
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